
VMware software makes it possible to test complex environments with 
less hardware
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Accelerate Software Development and 
Testing with the VMware Virtualization 
Platform

Challenges in Developing, Testing and Deploying 
Applications
Application development and testing remains a complex and diffi-
cult endeavor. Development and QA managers must focus on deliv-
ering projects on schedule, controlling costs, and ensuring software 
quality. However, meeting these demands is complicated by chal-
lenges that include the following:

• Hardware Requirements:  Today’s complex applications demand 
significant amounts of hardware for development and testing. This 
hardware is needed for building multi-tier configurations and sup-
porting development and testing against a large number of oper-
ating systems, patches, and application versions.

• Inefficiency: Inadequate hardware resources limit the productivity 
of development and QA groups.  Productivity is also constrained 
by the need to spend significant amounts of time on lower-value 
operational tasks such as server provisioning, server configuration, 
application installation, and recreation of failure scenarios.

• Limits to Test Coverage:  The ability to test more thoroughly and 
more effectively is limited by hardware availability and by the time 
and effort required to build and rebuild test scenarios for different 
operating systems, patch levels, application versions and hardware 
configurations.  It is also limited by the difficulty of automating 
more complex test cases such as those that require rebooting.  

Because of these challenges, development and QA organizations 
face project delays, difficult-to-control costs and undiscovered 
software problems that become costly support issues after applica-
tions are deployed.

Optimize Development and Testing with the VMware 
Virtualization Platform 
The VMware virtualization platform has many features specifically 
designed for optimizing development and test environments. 
VMware technology packages a physical system—hardware con-
figuration, operating system, applications and configurations--into 
a virtual machine container. These virtual machines are hardware 
independent, can share hardware resources with other virtual 
machines, can be easily migrated between physical systems and can 
be archived and copied just like files. These properties make virtual 
machines ideal for development and testing. 

Among the ways that development and QA organizations can take 
advantage of virtualization to improve development and testing are 
the following:

• Use multiple operating systems and versions of operating systems 
(including Microsoft® Windows®, Linux and NetWare) simultaneously 
on a single machine—without repartitioning or rebooting

• Build and run complex multi-tier environments on a single comput-
er by running multiple virtual machines simultaneously on a system 
and using virtual network segments to connect them to each other 

• Create new servers in minutes by provisioning virtual machines to 
existing hardware

• Create libraries of reusable virtual machines that are preconfigured 
for different test configurations (different operating systems, operat-
ing system versions, patches, configurations, etc.) and can be rapidly 
provisioned to any available machine

• Improve collaboration between and among developers, testers, and 
support by allowing users to share and copy virtual machines 

• Create and automate complex test sequences including ones that 
require system restart or simulate network bandwidth constraints
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“With VMware, I can get 300 test machines in a space the size of a 
Volkswagen…. It’s a solution that I would recommend to any quality 
assurance manager who wants to leverage a hardware investment 
while scaling a testing environment.”

Mike Linsenmayer, QA Labs Manager, Symantec 
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Benefits of the VMware Virtualization Platform for  
Development and Testing
Customers who have implemented the VMware virtualization 
platform for development and testing have realized significant 
benefits that include the following:

• Accelerating Project Completion: The VMware virtualization 
platform dramatically simplifies common time-consuming tasks 
such as configuring servers, provisioning servers, and archiving and 
restoring configurations. As a result, productivity increases because 
teams spend less time on lower-value operational tasks and more 
time developing and testing. This increases productivity and makes 
it possible to complete software projects faster.

• Slashing Costs: Because VMware software utilizes desktop and 
server hardware more efficiently, it significantly reduces the amount 
of hardware needed for development and testing. With VMware 
software, multiple test configurations can run simultaneously on 
each system and can be quickly suspended or archived when idle 
to free hardware resources. These capabilities reduce not only the 
number of systems that organizations need to acquire but also re-
duce costs associated with power, network and storage infrastruc-
ture, and system administration. 

Key Products in the VMware Virtualization Platform for Development and Testing

Powerful virtualization software for technical professionals that allows developers and testers to run multiple x86-
based operating system environments simultaneously on a single PC in fully networked, portable virtual machines 

— no rebooting or hard drive partitioning required.

Free software that enables developers and testers to run virtual machines created by other VMware products.  VMware 
Player makes it possible for teams to share virtual machines, safely and easily evaluate pre-built application environ-
ments, and distribute pre-built evaluation and beta software without installation or configuration hassles.

Free virtualization for Windows and Linux servers that provides robust yet easy to use virtualization for users new to 
server virtualization technology. It enables companies to partition a physical server into multiple virtual machines and 
to start experiencing the benefits of virtualization.

Advanced virtual machine software for partitioning, consolidating and managing servers in demanding environments. 
ESX Server minimizes the total cost of ownership of computing infrastructure for development and testing servers by 
maximizing resource utilization, flexibility and manageability.

Software for managing and monitoring large deployments of server virtualization.  VirtualCenter provides a central 
point of control for virtual computing resources while enhancing flexibility, efficiency and responsiveness.

A service for developers and testers that provides access to a powerful suite of VMware products, support, and 
upgrades in a convenient, low-cost annual subscription. Includes access to VMware Workstation, ESX Server, and P2V 
Assistant for development and testing users.

VMware ESX Server

VMware VirtualCenter

VMware Technology Network 
(VMTN) Subscription

• Improving Software Quality: By using VMware virtual machines, 
QA groups can increase testing coverage, more easily test real con-
figurations and debug failures more reliably and efficiently. The end 
result: higher-quality software and fewer problems experienced after 
deployment.

Summary
The VMware virtualization platform for development and testing has 
been adopted by organizations worldwide to improve application 
development and testing. For these customers VMware software has 
become an indispensable part of their development and testing infra-
structure. 

To learn more about VMware solutions and products, visit our Web site 
at http://www.vmware.com or contact us at us at 1-877-4VMWARE.
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